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Technology Innovation and Economic Cycles



Co-Evolution, lessons from the previous energy transition

World energy experts examining the historical evolution of the ‘grand’ energy transition of the last century –
electricity and the grid -- draw some important lessons.

 Technology, institutional and social settings ‘co-evolve, mutually depending on, mutually cross-
enhancing each other’ 

Four ‘grand’ patterns characterised the energy transition last century: 

 ‘no individual technology, as important as it may be, is able to transform whole energy systems that are 
large and complex’; 

 ‘any new technology introduced is initially crude, imperfect, and very expensive’; 

 ‘the history of past energy transitions highlights the critical importance of end-use’, that is consumers and 
energy demand; and 

 ‘the process of technological change, from innovation to widespread diffusion, takes considerable time’. 
(Grubler)

 An additional consideration: Certain choices were made based on socio-economic-technological contexts 
of those times and these decisions locked the world into certain pathways of technological development..



Socio-technical approaches in Power System Design 

Technology; 
Decarbonisation

Affordability

Reliability
(Security of supply)

Public acceptability;
Gender Equality 
and Social Inclusion 

Economic viability 
& sustainability

(courtesy of K. Bell, Univ. Strathclyde)

Resilience 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
N-1 preparing for any single system component failure. A system with redundancy will have a single backup component or N+1.
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Smartgrid: Extended Architecture to Include Socio-Demographic Layer
Based on NIST, IEEE Smartgrid Architecture Layers and Iteration Level

Mohideen and Demazy. Inclusive community energy resilience in Bangladesh. 2022 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The additional “socio-demographic” layer will influence and even determine the strategy and business input in the original model. Appropriate corporate citizenship!



Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI)
This workstream seeks to propose technical standards to integrate 
GESI in system design, policy and planning.
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Just Energy Transition Integrated Domains Framework
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Concluding Question 

Question Consideration: 
Forward thinking systems design: If we are at the beginning of a new Kondratieff 
cycle, technology advancement may outpace policy and regulation (even if designed 
fairly), which could have a negative effect on social inclusion by policy being too 
quickly outdated and outpaced.

Social inclusive policy design principles at the grassroots level are key, so that all 
policy design procedures begin with GESI criteria as inputs.



Thank You!!!



https://medium.com/data-science-365/overview-of-a-neural-networks-learning-process-61690a502fa

Exploring AI: Learning Models in Machine Learning Networks

1. Forward Propagation:
Inputs pass through the neural 
network, weighted and summed 
layer by layer, then passed 
through an activation function

2. Loss Calculation:
The loss function compares the 
expected value to the predicted 
value.

3. Backpropagation:
Gradients of the loss function for 
each weight are back propagated 
to the input layer.

4. Update Weights:
Weights are updated through an 
optimisation function which 
minimally decreases the loss.

5. Iterate until loss is minimised!

Data Set: 80% Training / 20% Validation



Exploring AI: Applications in Energy Transitions

AI for the energy transition principles, 'Harnessing Artificial Intelligence to Accelerate the Energy Transition’,  BloombergNEF and Deutsche Energie-Agentur 
(dena), September 2020."

AI could be a good 
tool for assessing 
complex social 
inclusion scenarios 
and criteria. 

Need to design AI 
systems with GESI 
criteria included 
from the beginning!
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